
Win the Rosenblum Cup? October 13, 2010
Finals: Board 36

mcassel9856@comcast.net

World Open Knockout Teams

145 teams from 48 countries began Knockout play on Friday October 8, after 3 days of round robin 
qualifying play.  64 teams made it to the KOs.  Today, the Rosenblum Cup finals is the 9th day of 
competition.  Here's a chance to match wits with the finalists, an all-American final contested between 
the Nickell and Diamond squads.  Team rosters can be found here:
http://www.worldbridge.org/tourn/Philadelphia.10/ASP/ParticipantsTeamsAfterStart.asp?
qtournid=855&qtournidend=870&qdetails=1&qcountryid=79

Here is an auction which you may not approve of after you look at the North hand.

Your play at trick two? 

That is one aggressive 2C overcall.  Your partner played an upside down H9 at trick one after your lead 
of the HK and your RHO played the HT.  It's your play...

Don't scroll to page 2 until you've decided on your continuation:

http://www.worldbridge.org/tourn/Philadelphia.10/ASP/ParticipantsTeamsAfterStart.asp?qtournid=855&qtournidend=870&qdetails=1&qcountryid=79
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The auction was easier in the open room where Zia decided not to bid his 7 card heart suit.  Hamman 
also put in a 2C overcall:

Zia's double made it perfectly clear to Hamman that a club lead was called for and the contract was 
swiftly down 2 doubled after Hamman asked for a diamond return at trick 3 as he gave Zia a club ruff.

Brad Moss had a more difficult problem.  Maybe Fred Gitelman should have overtaken the HK to shift 
to his club singleton, but he didn't and 15 imps hung in the balance.

After due consideration, Moss did find the CA and club continuation for a push.  How did you do?

Lose 15 (-790 and -500) or just another push?

The Daily Bulletins from Philadelphia are full of interesting hands:  You can just change the number at 
the end of the link to review bulletins from other days: http://www.worldbridge.org/bulletin/10_1 
Philadelphia/pdf/Bul_12.pdf
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